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AccuMark Environment Variables 

Overview 

 
This document contains a list of the environment variables that may be used by the AccuMark 
Family software. 
 
In order to use these environment variables with the AccuMark Family software, you will need to 
input the variables with their corresponding values as “User variables” or “System variables” in 
the Windows “Environment Variables” dialog as shown below. Click on the “Environment 
Variables…” button from the “System Properties” dialog.  
 
To invoke the “System Properties” dialog, click on Start > Settings > Control Panel > System > 
Advanced Tab > Environment Variables. Some of the environment variables may be settable 
through the AccuMark Utilities from various configuration menu functions. 
 
 

 
 

 
User variables are applicable to the currently logged on user only, while system variables apply to 
all users on the Windows system. Windows allows users to create or change their own user 
variables, but only an administrator can change system variables.  
 
In most situations, for user variables to be applied, you will need to close and reopen any 
AccuMark related applications, log off and log back on or reboot the system. For system variables 
to take effect, it requires the system to be rebooted. 
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Network Digitizing 
 
Environment variable for network digitizing. 
  

Variable name: digitizedrive 
Value: x 

 
where x is the mapped drive letter for the digitizing directory. See Configuration notes for 
additional details. 
 

Annotation 
 
Environment variable to annotate original Order Number instead of Piece Description on pieces in 
attached markers. 
 

Variable name = save_order 
Value: 1 
 
Note: The environment variable lee_attach has the same effect as save_order 

 
Environment variable to orientate marker annotation in a single direction regardless of how pieces 
are flipped or rotated. 
 

Variable name = no_flip_anno  
Value: 1 

 

Alterations 
 
Environment variable to make static alterations like AM-5. 
 

Variable name = am5_alter 
Value: 1 

 
This command was required for V7 software only. V8.0.x automatically implemented the AM-5 
alterations method. 
 
For Version 8 software,to change this default behavior: 

 
Variable name = Classic_Alter Value: 1 

 

Marker Making 
 
Environment variable to set the maximum marker length to 999 yards. 
 

Variable name: Max_Length 
Value: 999 
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The MicroConstraint will turn on the 90-degree rotation option for the imported MicroMark 
markers. This will allow the same rotation that is allowed throughout the MicroMark marking 
options. (The option for 90 degrees is set in the Micro Options.bin and that information cannot 
transfer.) 
Variable name: mm45constraint = 1  
 
The MicroCategory is to assign a category to pieces as the MicroMark markers are imported. It is 
based on the 9th and 10th character position in the piece name. This setting allows for the 
category to be recognized on the markers for plotting and cutting. This category can be used for 
the cut sequencing based on category, annotation table, and copy marker. The piece names in 
Micro must have followed a pattern to allow for certain characters to be assigned to the pieces as 
categories. 

Variable name: microcategory = 9:10  
 
Statement to open markers with errors created in V7 or earlier V8 
Variable name: SKIPORDERLOADCHECK = 1 
 
Statement to avoid markers with errors created in V7 or earlier V8 
Variable name: ORDERLOADCHECK = 1 
 
Variable name: ACMKCLASSICKEYS = 1 
If environment variable ACMKCLASSICKEYS set then hotkey "5" on keypad (numlock off) 
represents Unplace function otherwise it represents Center function. 
 
Variable name: ACMKMONITORS = value 
Number of monitors, default is 1. 
 
Variable name: ANNO100 = 1  
If environment variable is not set then first annot. internal will be 'A' otherwise internal type is 100 
+ micromark internal number. 
 
Variable name: COPYADDEDOLD = 1 
An environment variable has been added to allow copy marker perform the copy to the 
destination marker without including added pieces or bundles from the source marker. 
 
 
Variable name: FLIPTILTLIMIT = 1 
Customer: VF. Tilt limit should not flip when piece is flipped. 
 
Variable name: LR_SIZE_INC = value 
Environment variable to set size increment 
 
Variable name: LR_MAX_INC = value 
Environment variable to set max. size. 
 
Variable name: NEWFREEROTATE = 1  
Rotate until center has moved a maximum distance. 
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Variable name: NOAPPROVAL = 1  
Import markers w/o "needs approval" 
 
Variable name: OLDLAYRULE Different results for applying sliding layrule 
 
Variable name: OLDSCOOP = 1  
Change behavior of newer scoop (which include packing it with slide) to force old scoop method. 

 
Plotting 
 
To print double density lines at Microjet, variable: MICROJET_DD Value: 1 
 
To plot arrow heads on internal lines: 
variable: acmk_arrowhead Value: xy  
X = the internal label to receive an arrow head and Y = the integer value 0 through 6 and 
determines the type of arrow head to be drawn. 
 
Example:  
acmk_arrowhead with value G2,I4 will plot arrowhead type 2 on lines with internal label G and 
arrow head type 4 on lines with internal label I 
 
To override the AccuMark minimum character size  
PlotMinSize, Value: 850 
 
To plot dash line on HP500 with HP Windows Device Driver: 
Variable name: hpplotwidth, Value: 0 
 
 
Environment variable to log the plotter data to a file 

 
Variable name: LOG_PLOTTER 
Variable Value: 1 

 
Variable name: ACMKTRUE 
Stroking an Asian font 
 
Variable name: CODEPAGE437 = 1  
Support code page 437 
 
Variable name: DISABLELANDSCAPE = 1 
It seems that the either the plotter or the printer driver expects that the paper will always be 
longer than it is wide. Which is not the case for plotting just one pocket or belt loop. So, 
landscape mode is set to compensate. As a hedge against this not being the case at some time, 
an environment variable "DISABLELANDSCAPE" was added to disable this workaround. 
 
Variable name: INFTYPE = value  
Used during plotting of plot data from AMExplorer into file. If environment variable is not set then 
"c:\userroot\system\plotter\generic.inf" is used when fmtplot.exe is called (fmtplot.exe formats 
generic plot files into specific plot files). 
 
Variable name: OUTOPTION = value  
Used during plotting of plot data from AMExplorer into file. Options can be set when fmtplot.exe is 
called (fmtplot.exe formats generic plot files into specific plot files). 
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Variable name: PLOTTERFOLDER = value 
Environment variable to set plotter folder. 
 
Variable name: PLOTTERHOST = value 
Environment variable to set plotter host name. 
 
Variable name: PLOTTERPORT = value 
Environment variable to set plotter port. 
 
Variable name: SP120BLADE = 1  
Related to SP120 plotter. Support new firmware with the ZZ command to eliminate blade control. 
 
Gerber Infinity plotters 
 
Variable name: PACKETSIZE = size 
Used to set packer size during infinity II setup. infinity II uses a larger buffer - this is so network 
connection works better. If environment variable is not set then 1024 is used. 
 
INVESMARK P2000 plotting 
 
Variable name: ALTERNATEPARAM1 = 1 
 
Variable name: P2000MAXBUFFER = number 
Setting of maximum buffer (default: 400). 
 
Variable name: P2000MAXDIST = number 
If the delay between segments is too large set an environment variable "P2000MAXDIST". Start 
with a value of 20000. If this number is smaller, there will be more stops, but the stops will be 
shorter. See Configuration notes for details 
 
Variable name: WPLOTTERDBG 
For debugging of plotter parameters. 

 
Network Plotting 
 
The variables below can be set through the AccuMark Utilities, Configuration, Plotter Queue 
 
To plot peer to peer. 
Variable name: Queue 
Value: peer,<machine name> (four characters maximum) e.g. for PC01 input peer,pc01. 
 
To plot in a client server network. 
Variable name: Queue  
Value: serv,x:<machine name>  
where x is the mapped drive letter to the AccuMark directory on the server. 
 
Note: Check Storage Area and Check All Storage Areas for userroot storage areas will lock the 
storage area if and only if the Queue environment variable is set. 
 
 

Piece Plot 
 
ALWAYSGROUP, NEVERGROUP 
Related to grouping during piece/model plot. 
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Cut Generation 
 
Statements to check and add M19 
 
To perimeter only, variable = cut_M19 Value: 1 
To internals only, variable = cut_M19 Value: 2 
To internals and perimeter, variable = cut_M19 Value: 3 
 
ACMKORIGINALNAME = 1  
After renaming of marker use the original name (not renamed name) of marker in the cut file.  
 
Variable name: ACMKCUTEXTENSIONS = 1  
Variable name: DRILL34SUPPORT = 1 Support for drill sizes 
 
Variable name: LABELS_ONEBUNDLE = 1  
Possibility to use just one bundle not all bundles on the label. 
 
Variable name: NOLOCALE = 1 
Setting of locale during appending of neutral file to the cut file 
 
Variable name: NOSEQUENCE  
 

 
Translations 
 
Some strings or messages may become too long after being translated. In the past this could 
cause marking to crash. With V8.2 and later, marking will truncate the strings. Setting this 
environment variable will also generate a text file called checkstrings.txt in the userroot\temp 
folder that lists the strings that were truncated. Then the translator could use this list to make the 
strings shorter.  
Variable name: checkstrings 
Value: 1  
 
In Marking the font used in the message or status window by default uses a drawing font. With 
some languages there are certain characters that will not display or does not display properly. For 
these cases set this variable to have marking use the windows font instead. 
Variable name: ACMKFLANG 
Value: 1 
 
You may then want to adjust the font size or aspect ratio of the characters using the windows 
font.  
To adjust the font size: 
Variable name: ACMKADJUST 
Value: 1.0 (default value). If you want the font to be smaller, make the value less than 1 to make 
the font larger, make the value greater than 1. 
 
To adjust the aspect ratio (height/width) of the font: 
Variable name: ACMKASPECT 
Value: 1.2 (default). Play with different values; it’s height / width, changes the “tall and thin” or 
“short and fat” characteristics. 
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Pattern Design 

 
Bezier smoothing (In Edit Piece dialog either fill in the Smooth type combo box with values or to 
hide the smooth type combo box and label. This is determined by the presence of the 
environment variable ENABLE_BEZIER_SMOOTH_TEST) 
Variable name: ENABLE_BEZIER_SMOOTH_TEST (started with 8.3.0 - p-14640) 
 
Environment variable to turn on ASAHI menu 
Variable name: ATHREED (started in 8.0 - p- 8454) 
 
Environment variable to set height of characters in icon bar 
Variable name: PDS_ICONBAR_CHAR_HT = height 
 
Variable name: SERVER_ID 
Open MicroMark Digitized Data (*.r). If no device letter was typed and user chooses "Use 
SERVER_ID" option it reads the environment variable SERVER_ID. See PDS help for details 
(section “Open and Merge MicroMark Digitized Data”). 
 
Environment variable to enable Single/Multiple selection mode prototype in PDS 
Variable name: PdsSelectionMode = any value to enable this prototype 
 

Regenerate marker 

 
Variable name: ACMKALWAYSREGEN = 1  
Automatically update markers when pieces have been changed 
 

Order Process 
Variable name: APPLYSHRINKBEFOREROTATE = 1  
Ability to control shrink/stretch in model editor  
 
Variable name: OLPTMAPERR = 1 
Disable point matching error check 
 

Batch 
 
Variable name: BATCHFORCELAYRULE = 1  
Update marker status from "Needs Approval" to "Partial" (if there is at least one piece placed 
using layrules) without having to open marker making to save and update the marker status. 
Note: Very specific conditions, use with caution as it may allow markers not intended for 
production to go through batch as partially made.  
 

Font 
 
Variable name: SETFORMFONT = 1 
Variable name: NOSETFORMFONT = 1 
Variable name: ACMKFONT = value (c:\userroot\system\state\fontface.txt) 
Setting of font in the grid 
Variable name: CHARSET = number 
If environment variable CHARSET is not set use the same character set as the system default 
font 
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CSV queries 
 
Variable name: CSV_GUI = 1 
If unable to open input file and environment variable is set then it displays "Press return to 
continue..." in csvquery.exe window and waits for Enter. 
 

QuickView 
 
Variable name: IMAGELISTDRAW = 1  
Quick view was not printing on Dell printer. Environment variable was added to handle this. 
 
 

 
AccuMark network login (aclogon.exe) 
Environment variable for specifying command. 
  

Variable name: ComSpec 
Value: x 

 
where x is the command.  
 

Translation database for network support (accdbm.exe) 
Environment variable for setting of the version 
 

Variable name: DB_VERSION 
Value: x 

 
where x is the current version not the version the toolkit was built from.  
 

PDS diagnostic dll (diag.dll) 
Environment variable for displaying of PDS diag messages. 
  

Variable name: GERBERDIAG_MSGS 
Value: 1 

 
If this environment variable is set then diagnostic error messages (e.g. "Error opening diagnostic 
log file") are displayed to the user. 
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